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The ALGO country function

Want: To store the ALGO country function.

Definition by examples:

f(“Kurt Mehlhorn”)=de.

f(“Lars Arge”)=dk.

ALGO registrants:

185 names / 2829 bytes.

26 different countries (5 bits/country).



Motivation

Primitive in databases, component of data structures, 
compression with random access, ...
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A space-efficient hash table?

Store keys + assoc. info.

Assume no space
redundancy (optimistic).
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A space-efficient hash table?

Store keys + assoc. info.

Assume no space
redundancy (optimistic).

This talk slices the cake:

Perfect hashing (’90,’01).

Solving equations (’08).

Compression (’08 / new).
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Perfect hashing

Forget about storing the set S of names - instead store 
a bijective function h: S ➝ [n].

Such a “perfect hash function” can be stored in around 
1.44n + o(n) bits. [Hagerup & Tholey ’01; also Belazzougui et al. ‘09].

Combine with an array to get the f, O(1) time eval.
Caveat: Will return answer on any input.



Space with perfect hashing

Store perfect hash function
+ array with assoc. info.

Assume perfect perfect 
hashing  (optimistic).

Never really close to information
theoretic bounds on space.
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Equation solving approach
Historically a method for constructing perfect hash fcts 
[Majewski et al. ‘96], but works to represent any function. 

f(x) is computed as a “sparse linear function” of the 
data structure. [Dietzf.-P. ’08, Porat ’08, Charles et al. ‘08]
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ALGO country with equations
No space for perfect hash.

Extra feature: Uniformly 
random values on inputs 
outside of S.

Can get arbitrarily close to 
the space used for function 
values.

Next logical step: 
Compress function values.
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Huffman coding

Space down from 925 to around 752 bits 
(from 5 to 4 bits/value).

f’(x,i)=ith bit of Huffman code of f(x).

Decoding time proportional to length of 
Huffman code.

Improvement to time O(log σ) [Talbot2, ‘08], 
with some increase in size (+23/146%).

au 00000000

be 00000001

is 00000010

ru 00000011

cl 0000010

fi 0000011

gr 0000100

hu 0000101

in 0000110

tr 0000111

fr 00010

it 00011

se 00100

uk 00101

il 0011

pl 01000

cz 01001

ca 01010

ch 01011

jp 01100

no 01101

us 0111

cn 1000

nl 01010

dk 101

de 11



Take equations, add Huffman, shake

Probably works, if we let h1(x), h2(x),... address bits.

Insight: If least significant bits of h1(x), h2(x),... are 
identical, we can use tools from [Dietzf.-P ‘08].

  

  
















  

  

Huffman
decoding

But analysis hard. After 1 year of working on alternatives...



Take equations, add Huffman, shake

Probably works, if we let h1(x), h2(x),... address bits.

Insight: If least significant bits of h1(x), h2(x),... are 
identical, we can use tools from [Dietzf.-P ‘08].
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Remaining questions

Efficient Huffman decoding? Ideally O(1) time.

How close to optimal space? Can we improve this?



Efficient Huffman decoding

At cost of ε>0 bits/element, we can limit max. length of 
codewords to log σ+O(1) bits. [Larmore and Hirschberg ’90]

Use a lookup table of size O(σ) to decode in time O(1).

Improvement to o(σ) additional space: See paper.



How close to optimal?

[Gallager ’78]: Huffman coding yields space per 
element at most H0+pmax+0.086, where

H0 is the 0th order entropy (“lower bound”).

pmax is the maximum frequency.

For the ALGO country function:

0th order entropy is 739 bits.

Huffman codes have total length 752 bits. (Pretty close...)



The ALGO continent function

Naïve encoding,
555 bits.

Huffman encoding,
246 bits.

0th order entropy
is 188 bits.

Can we get closer?

EU

NA

AS

SA AU

147 38

18 20

17 3

2 1



Codes with filter nodes

Idea: Several 
codewords for 
some values. 
Having several 
choices at 
some nodes 
improves 
efficiency.
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Codes with filter nodes

Idea: Several 
codewords for 
some values. 
Having several 
choices at 
some nodes 
improves 
efficiency.

EU

NA

AS

SA AU

37 38

18 20

17 3

2 1

EU

0
EU

0

38

38

Total cost:
212 bits

Pay for the elements that 
have only one possible next 

bit in their codeword

Pay for the elements that 
have only one possible next 

bit in their codeword

Pay for only 

1/4 of EU values



Conclusion

We have seen a way to represent a function

in space close to the 0th order entropy of its values.

with O(1) evaluation time.

Some tools may be of independent interest

O(1) time decoding of Huffman codes.

Codes with filter nodes.



Open ends

We don’t really understand how filter nodes are best 
used in compression. We only know that they can be 
used to beat Huffman codes in some situations.

We use approximate membership (Bloom filter 
functionality) with false positive rate that is not a power 
of 2, but the space usage is not optimal.

Dynamic version (seems difficult...)


